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Abstract
In this paper an extended description of a digitized information system's philosophy for the documentation of monuments is.made. This system is capable of handling all kinds of graphical and
non-graphical information for a specific monument. The structure of the system is described in detail and various methods of data input are discussed. Lastly, reference is made to an attempt of using this system for a monument in Thessaloniki in order to gain experience for the generalization of
the use at town or country level.
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1. INTRODUCTION

tation and maintenance and have established a
considerable volume of material. On the other
hand, this material is usually scattered among
various branches of the civil service and personal libraries, and it is not always kept in the
most suitable conditions. Consequently, the
main problem lies in the inability to study the
existing material and, by extension, in the neglect which is the fate of work and research
carried out laboriously and with intellectual effort.

The task of creating an archive to record allavailable information is a major factor that .
helps the documentation and the future restoration of a monument. Und~r the term "documentation", we mean the r~cording, supplementing and filing of the ~xisting material
about the architecture, geometry, history, age,
changes and use of a monument and its surrounding environment. This material may
come from different sources, may be gathered
in different ways and it is of great importance
for many scientists. Under ·the term "monument", we mean any structure with prominent
archaeological, architectural, historical or cultural interest. According to this definition
there can be many monuments in countries
with a rich historical and cultural background,
as Greece.

In this spirit, the best solution may be a Geographical Information System (GIS) (Onsrud
and Dansby, 1989); a system of computer aided tools for the digital collection, storage, research, analysis, transformation and production of spatial data about the real world, in
which representations of measurements and
non-graphical data are combined for a series
of specific aims and goals. This may be
achieved by the use and collaboration of the
proper software and hardware (Doukas and
Savvaidis, 1990).

Frequently this large number of monuments
and the variety of shapes as well, are a significant problem for the preservation of the historical and architectural hefitage (Zahopoulou et
al., 1986). Many agencies and individual experts provide support in monument documen-

Such a digitized information system can very
well be used for monument i:focumentation
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GIS systems work in a dynamic way. Software
(S/W) consists of different programs and utilities performing different tasks (modular programming and structure). All subprograms can
work independently. There is much freedom
for GIS improvements and modifications (in
S/W and hardware-H/W). Theoretically the
only limit in this procedure is the capability of
H/W-S/W itself.

given that it is adapted to the specific needs of
the problem's frame. The structure of this system will be discussed in the next paragraphs.

2. STRUCTURE OF A DIGITIZED INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR THE DOCUMENTATION OF MONUMENTS

The ultimate aim is to design, feed and supplement a relational database which will form the
nucleus of the corresponding GIS containing
all the information, in whatever form, that is
connected to a specific monument. The structure of this system depends on the different
categories of information that have to be entered into · and the aims put by the end-users.

A GIS application for the documentation of
monuments may contain the following basic
categories of information (fig. 1):

1. General information about the monument.
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Figure 1. Basic structure of a digitized information system for the documentation of monuments
In Table 1 the procedures leading to the development of a GIS are shown (Harrison and
Dangermond, 1989).

2. Archaeological information.
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TABLE 1. GIS LIFE CYCLE

Tracks and Activities
LIFE

DATA

ACQUISffiON

TRAINING
APPLICATIONS

DESIGN

CYCLE

INSTALLATION

0

SUPPORT

BASE

•Orienlation
•Needs

Feasibility

•Requirements

Assessment

•Cost and Benefit
•Perspective

@

Design

and

Procurement

•D.B.* design

•HW/SW**
Specif/tions

•Application
definition

•Tender documents

•Physical D.B.
design

•Specifications

•HW/SW Concept

•HWVendor
Contracting

•Pilot study

•Prototype creation

•Organiza1ion

•HW/SW
Acquisition
•Data
standardization

@

•Impl.ementation
strategy

Implementation

Funding and
Financing strategy

•HW/SW

•Data conversion

Installation

•User rraining

•Application
creation

•System integration

•DB/Library
creation

•System
programming

•Product creation

•Documentation

•Adminisrrator
training

•Programmer
rraining
•Application
training

0

•Ongoing education

•System upgrade

Operations

•Update procedure
definition
•Service bureau to
users

and

•Contracted support

•Application
enhancement

•Onsite support

•Funding program

Maintenance

- Note:

*

HW/SW = Hardware/Software

**
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D.B. = Data Base

Output units other than conventional (printers,
plotters etc.) can be used. Results can be obtained on slides, audio-visual devices, video
tapes etc.

3. Architectural infonnation.
4. Technical information.

Animation techniques for the representation or
the simulation of events could enhance dramatically the system's potential resulting benefits like:

5. Information about old and planned restoration campaigns.
6. Measurement data.

- Representation of events with time at different speeds.

7. Photo graphical documentation.
8. Information about old monument surveys.

· Representation of events that never occured, or occured at an earlier epoch, or it
seems impossible to occur.

9. Publications about the monument.
- Detection and preservation of events for
further study.
10. Graphical information of different
types.
- Study of picture frames
maintenance purposes.
From the above stated categories of information, (1) to (9) are non-graphical or descriptive
information while reference to maps, diagrams, sketches, digitized photographs, slides
and videos involve graphical information (category (10)).

ot elements for

- Comparison of events that occured at different epoches (or even differenJ places).
The philosophy of the structure of the GIS in
combination with its S/W-H/W capabilities
has to be ready to implement (now or in the
near future) multimedia techniques and applications (i.e. interactive information manipulation based on computers and audio-visual
means).

The database fitted to the specific GIS should
combine the capacity to handle graphical information with the capacity to handle descriptive information and with the capacity to
structure topology and models for the correlation of data from one category to another.

The multimedia era is already present in many
fields with extraordinary results opening new
horizons for research and education (Bellas,
1989).

This requirement presupposes the presence of
powerful graphical operations (input-handling-creation-production), a suitably-structured
database of descriptive information (storageretrieval algorithms-response time) and a powerful S/W package adjusted and adapted to the
specific requirements and needs. Usually, the
S/W has a graphical editor with full 2D- and
3D-drawing capabilities, raster graphics handling routines etc.

A brief description of the earlier mentioned
GIS categories of information for the documentation of monuments is to follow .
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Graphical information correlated to the above
s·tated descriptive information includes general
and detailed excavation plans and sketches.

2.1. General information about the monument

In this category basic data about the monuA lot of valuable information can be produced

ment are included (fig. 2). Such data are the
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Photos, slides, videos
Multimedia - Animation
=

Multiple records

Figure 2. Correlation of ge,:ieral information to graphical information
location of the monument, the estimated (or
known) time of construction, ownership
records, the state agency responsible etc.

by using the GIS tools (multi-layered drawing,
colors, libraries of symbols etc.). Photographs
or slides of excavation phases and findings can
be digitized and entered into the system. Such
data can be processed and printed/plotted in
conventional ways or can feed dedicated multimedia applications (representations, simulations, tour of procedures, educational scenarios).

These descriptive data are correlated to different maps of the area, a general surveying
drawing and the corresponding terrain model.
General photos, slides and videos can also be
used here.

2.3. Architectural information
2.2. Archaeological information
Architectural information (combined with archaeological data) is probably one of the largest categories of information in the GIS under
consideration.

This category of information contains brief
but complete data about the history of the
monument, the archaeological excavations
carried out at the spot (Zahopoulou et al.,
1986, Savvaidis et al., 1988) with details
about the chief archaeologist, year of excavations, important findings and other similar and
worth-mentioning information (fig. 3).

Descriptive data in this category include information about the building materials and techniques, foundation, masonry, wooden-stonemarble structures etc.
-
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL INFORM.
Historical data
Excavations

Chief archaeolog.
Year of excav.
Duration
Funding

Excavation plans
Digitized photos

Description of findings
[Photographs J
[Plans]
Interesting archaeological
data

Slides, videos

fr?,
l{l_J

Figure 3. Correlation of archaeological data to graphical information

Building techniques-materials
Characteristic
fr?,
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2D-plans
3D-plans
Detail drawin s

Correlation to other monuments
Architectural-Archaeological
details
·
Icons
Wall paintings
Mosaics
Pillars
Windows
Temples
etc.

Location
Description
Condipon
etc;.

Position of details on
monument's plans
Digitized photos
Slides. videos
Multimedia - Animation

Figure 4. Correlation of architectural information to graphical information
Brief description of other architectural elements of interest are also entered into this category (fig. 4).

2.4. Technical information
This category of data is supplemented with
particulars from studies of the static and dynamic condition of the monument. The information can contain the type of foundation, existing damage and cracks, deformations, settlements etc. Furthermore, information about
all-existing utility networks, fire-protection,
heat-sound insulation is given here (fig. 5).

The corresponding graphical information contains digitized 2D- and 3D-plans of the monument, computer generated shadow and/or color models, drawings of interesting and
characteristic details, digitized photographs
etc.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
S stem of foundations
Static condition

GRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Location of damages on
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Fire protection plans

Cracks
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Figure 5, Correlation of technical information to graphical information

Erection-Maintenance-Restoration
Survey
Construction
State agency
State agency
Year - Cost
Year - Cost
Brief description
Duration
Methodology
Brief description
etc.
rf.=i;

Location of restoration items
on monument's plans
Restoration plans

-----'l{l_J
Special restorations

Digitized photos before and
after the restoration

wall paintings

Mosaics
Wooden elements
Marble elements
Metallic elements
etc.
Personel. met~od. Cost, duration
Programming future restoration and other projects

Figure 6. Correlation of information abo,n p.ist restoration campaigns to the graphical information

L
i

A lot of graphical information can be entered
into this category containing detailed drawings
of cracks, the position of damages on the monument plans, drawings of the utility networks,
digitized photographs of places with damage
etc.

tion studies will then become easier and more
efficient.

The combination of descriptive and graphical
information can result into valuable conclusions about the static and/or dynamic condition and behavior\of the monument. Restora-

This category of information contains the
available data about maintenance and restoration works earned out in the monument in the
past. Input data include both elements of the

2.5. Information about old and planned
restoration campaigns
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MEASUREMENr DATA
Surve}'ing of
State agency
the monument
Private engineer
Method
Year - Duration
Instruments
Cost
Problems
Peculiarities
etc.

Surveying drawings
2Dmonument
lans

3Dmodels

Measurement files
Coordinate files
Descriptions

Deformation drawings

Deformation measurements
Year-Duration
Method
Results
Analysis

Figure 7. Correlation of measurement data to graphical infonnation
ally all digitized drawings of the monument.
Animation techniques can play an important
role in the study of the monument's deformations.

studies and the works done. Special attention
is paid to restoration and maintenance of mosaics, wall paintings, portable icons and other
elements with archaeological, religious or architectural importance. Organization schedules of future works may be entered into this
category as well (fig.6).

2.7.

Information about past surveying
campaigns

The corresponding graphical infonnation contains restoration plans, position of restorated
items on monument plans etc.
·

I~ this category, infonnation about measurements of the monument carried out in the past
is' included. Digitized old maps and diagrams
contribute to the study of the monument's
shape (fig. 8).

2.6. Measurement data

2:s.

This category of information includes all geometry data that are the base of the development of graphics. These data are coordinates
of points (measured or digitized). All files of
measurements and point coordinates are included here (Badellas and Savvaidis, 1981,
Zahopoulou et al., 1986, Savvaidis et al.,
1988). Part of the measurement files may include defonnation data of the monument and
th~ surrounding area measured at different
epoches (Doukas, 1988, Doukas et al., 1990,
Badellas and Savvaidis, 1990) (fig. 7).

Photographical documentation

This category of infonnation includes digitized photos, slides or special video films of
aspects of the monument, of exterior-interior
details and of the general environment in
which it is located.

With suitable equipment and commercially
available S/W, it is possible to compile selected digitized photographs with digitized plans
of the monument resulting into the reproduction of plans with photographical detail on ar-

The descriptive information is rekted to virtu-
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PHOTOGR. DOCUMENTATION
Recent photos/slides/videos
Old photos/slides/videos
GRAPHICAL INFORMATION
Digitized old maps and
diagrams

Photographer
Year

Digitized photographs
and slides
PAST SURVEYING CAMPAIGNS

Survey of the
monument

Video films

Engineer
State agency
Year-Duration
Cost
Method
Location of
prototypes
etc.

Multimedia - Animation

Figure 8. Correlation of photographical documentation and data of past surveying campaigns to
graphical information
measurements, can be entered irito the GIS
through digitizers or CCD optical scanners.
When using optical scanning methods, the resulting digitized images are in raster format.
Special S/W is needed to transform them into
vector format in order to correlate them to other digitized vector plans. Optical scanning can
be also used for the digitizing of photographs
and slides while the use of video-films calls
for special S/W-H/W (interfaces, frame grabbers etc.).

chitectural scales (fig. 8).
An important and very promising dimension
of this category is that it is possible to draw attention to and show specific parts of the monument as a whole, by using special data processing to produce integrated audio-visual
shows (multimedia applications) for education
or even tourism. Being in this revolutionary
dimension, the creation and publication or
books, calendars etc. is easy feasible if we recall the desktop publishing potential.

The creation of the graphical database containing the 2D- and 3D-plans of the monument is
performed with the use of special dedicated
graphics S/W (CAD) based on measured data.
Measurement of the monument results into coordinates of discrete points used for drawing
of plans, faces, sections, 3D models etc.

3. DATA INPUT - OUTPUT
Given that the digitized information system
will be fed with a multiplicity of data of various categories, it has to be able to accept data
by a variety of methods and means.

Surveying a monument can be made in different ways:
Descriptive information is entered into the database by using S/W based procedures (keyboard input, read-in ASCII files etc.) (Doukas
and Savvaidis, 1990).

A.. The classical geodetic method with measurement of triangulations, traverses and polar
coordinates of detail points (Zahopoulou et al.,
1986, Savvaidis et al., 1988).

Old maps, maps and all drawjngs not based on
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B. The combination of classical geodetic
method with 3D-measurement systems incorporating electronic theodolites, servotheodolites, laser units and CCD cameras.

4. PRINCIPLES AND DESIRABLE FEATURES OF TI:IE GIS

The accomplishment of the ab.ove mentioned
requirements presupposes the presence of
powerful graphical features (input~handlingproduction) and a suitab.le structured database
for non-graphical data (storage-retrieval algorithms-response time). Furthermore, the digitized information system for monuments must
also meet the characteristics of the generalized
GISs, such as data compression solutions, supporting of many users and tasks, levels of user
access, back-up etc. (Doukas and Savvaidis,
1990).

C. The classical photogrammetric method.

D. The simpler photographical-photogrammetric method incorporating an almost ordinary 35mm camera with grid and the special

S/W.
The few last years new experimental methods
for the measurements of buildings (and monuments) have been introduced, such as:

The philosophy of what are called open-ended
systems should be applied to the database,
governed by the following principles:

• optical scanners of large objects with the
use of a laser beam (Wehr, 1989).

© The principle of uniformity and correlation: Under this principle, the various data are
arranged in uniform groups with the common
. characteristic: always being sought in its simplest form. Subsequently, the vario~s correlation models can be developed separately as
they emerge from the needs of the users whenever.

• 3D-systems using two or more specially
designed CCD cameras (Riechmann, 1989).

In order to achieve maximum benefit, the GIS
must have the capability of using different interfaces to accept data from new sources or
new instruments and methods.

@ The pririciple of data format knowledge:
Under this principle, it becomes feasible to use
(to incorporate into the database) all the most
recent technological achievements in data processing and storage mechanisms. In this way it
is possible to make full use of recent developments without being forced to discard any of
the work done in the past.

The system must provide output to various
units for different scopes. Indicatively, it can
make possible:

g The production of plans (or maps) of various types, on transparent or other kinds of
paper.

By seeking to use the principle of uniformity
and correlation referred to above, the GIS will
be able to respond very rapidly to questions
seeking information or to decision-planning
questions (data queries). In this· way the GIS
becomes a powerful tool, not only for the documentation of the monument but also for the
complete study of all-available data and for
the programming of future restoration projects.

2

The production of reports on screen or on
paper.

2

The production of slides.

2

The production of video films (at an advanced stage of the system's operation).
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cupied by Turkish invaders.

5. APPLICATION OF THE DIGITAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR A SPECIFIC
MONUMENT

All information about the monument's history
was found in the archives of Vlatades Monastery and in the old Turkish cadastral books
dated from 1906. It is maybe worth mentioning that in these books (ESAS and HULASA)
the Turkish authorities recorded a lot of data

The Section of Geodesy (Department of Civil
Engineering, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki) has started the development of a digitized information system for the docurnenta-
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Figure 9. General information about building's location, owners etc.
tion of monuments based on the principles and
. the philosophy described above. The system is
planned to work under the two most widely
used operating systems for personal computers
(MS-DOS® and Apple Macintosh®).

about the properties of Thessaloniki. Other information regarding the different owners of
the building were found in Greek state agencies.

Descriptive information about the building includes historical background, building techniques, building morphology, damages and
planned restoration campaigns.

An example of the performance of this GIS,
concerning the rnanlpulaiion of both graphical
and descriptive information, is described in
this paragraph. The exaII;ple deals with an old
building located at the upper town of Thessal
oniki (Ano Poli), 116 Acropoleos Str. The
building was constructed during the end of t:1e
19th century, a period when the place was oc-

The building wa:; rm:a.-,urcd in dciai] by using
geodelical rnetlwJs. A pl1ctcgrapi1lcal survey
was car,ied oul as well (Kyriazopoulo~ and
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The H/W requirements are met by an IBM®
AT compatible PC (1Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard
disk, co-processor) .or an Apple Macintosh®
(2Mb RAM, 40 Mb hard disk, co-processor).

Safaridou, 1990). Files containing the coordinates (x, y, z) of all detail points and files containing scanned photographs were also created
from the above data.
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Figure 10. Multiple windows with digitized photographs of building's views
Figures 9 and 10 contain sampled screen
dumps which show the way the available information is displayed. Multiple windows are
available on the computer's monitor for the
presentation of both graphical and descriptive
information. An example of this system's capability is shown in fig. 11 were multiple windows illustrate the phases from a digitized
photograph and building's drawing after its
geodetic measurements to the final output of
the retouched view.

An optical scanner with 300 dpi resolution
was also used.
The S/W requirements are met for the present
by commercially available packages (databases, CAD, image processing etc.) which are under tests in order to obtain the best combination for each computer platform. On the other
hand, several utility programs are under development in order to complete a user friendly
working environment.
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Figure 11. Multiple windows showing phases, from digitized photographs and drawing based on
geodetic measurements, to the final building's retouched view
6. CONCLUSIONS
The use of a properly adapted GIS for the documentation of monuments can be of great assistance to the study and processing of allavailable data. The GIS is a dynamic system
and therefore, it can also be used for the continuous monitoring of all the changes on a
monument.

The cost of H/W may be kept as low as the
specific demands of the end-user permit. The

cost of S/W is not high, compared to the benefits .

The cost effective procedure may indeed help
the systematic research and the (re) organizing
of restorations, a task which is impossible to
be performed with conventional techniques.

GIS and multimedia-can also open new horizons for the documentation, education, research and the presentation of the cultural, architectural, historical and religious heritage.
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artificial constructions. Conference: The Surveyor Engineer towards 2000. Evolution - Perspective - Possibilities., Thessaloniki (in
Greek; in publ.).

The development of a low cost GIS described
in the previous paragraphs seems to give very
promising results. The integration of the system by entering into all-available categories of
information is to be done. Such a system can
be established for a single monument or a
group of monuments with extraordinary importance. Experience derived from the extensive use of the system, after its completion,
will lead to the organization of a larger GIS at
city level.
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